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We are pleased to share this newsletter with our employees and their families, as well as friends  
of EVRAZ – our customers and members of the 17 communities where over 4,000 EVRAZ team 
members live and work. 

 At EVRAZ, safety is our number one priority. It is a moral imperative. We have reduced our lost time 
incident rate by more than 80% since 2010 and thus far in 2015 have achieved a more than 40% 
reduction in our injury frequency rate over the same period last year. I am very proud of that progress 
and pleased to see evidence of the growing shared belief among our employees that each of us is  
a safety leader and not even one injury is acceptable.

Quality is also a top priority. We know our customers view quality as key to their success, and  
they count on EVRAZ to provide products that meet the most stringent specifications. We have  
a comprehensive and integrated approach as well as very clear 2015 quality priorities, and I am 
confident that we will meet our goals. As with safety, employee engagement and individual ownership 
are essential to achieve world-class quality and I am seeing both throughout our organization.

Regardless of the drop in oil prices and drilling, there is strong demand for large diameter (LD)  
pipe over the next few years and we are investing to meet that growth. As our cover story celebrates, 
the significant investment we are making in our Regina facility will enable us to increase LD pipe 
production by over 100,000 tons and meet our customers’ increasing needs for larger, thicker-walled 
pipe. We are also making state-of-the-art upgrades at our steelmaking facility and increasing the 
power and size of our rolling mill. 

While the oil country tubular goods (OCTG) market decline has necessitated temporary production 
adjustments at some of our facilities, we are taking advantage of the downtime to optimize operations, 
including our heat treat investment at Calgary and improved inspection systems at Red Deer. We will 
be ready when the OCTG market returns. 

In Long Products, we are providing our Class I railroad customers with quality rail to meet their 
maintenance, replacement and expansion needs. In addition, we continue to deliver on our 
commitment to be a strong technical partner through next generation rail and post weld heat treat 
development advances at our EVRAZ Rocky Mountain Steel Technology Center. We have expanded our 
rebar product line to include metric sizes for Canada and a new high-strength grade for seismic areas. 

Our Flat Products business will benefit from robust commercial construction, shipbuilding, LNG  
and API markets. In addition, we continue to identify opportunities for our premium heat treat  
and armor plate made in Portland. 

We are doing the right things to win across all of our markets and operations. Like our steel,  
our commitment is strong and our future is solid.

“ LIKE OUR STEEL, 
OUR COMMITMENT 
IS STRONG AND OUR 
FUTURE IS SOLID.”

 –Conrad Winkler
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BUSINESSSNAPSHOTS

•  Regina and Portland steel had zero lost time injuries  
in 2014 and the strong safety focus continues in 2015.

•  Upgrades in steelmaking by Q4 2016 include degassing, 
bigger slabs and a more powerful rolling mill to make 
larger, thicker-walled pipe and increase capacity. 

•  The market is tough – reduced demand for OCTG and 
record-level imports have knocked down prices and 
volumes. As a result, we are closely monitoring the  
market and adjusting production at Portland and Regina.

•  In Rail, 2014 was the best year ever for safety, quality, 
production and tons invoiced. 

•  We introduced metric rebar sizes to Canada and Grade  
80 rebar for seismic areas. 

•  Last year’s improvements at the seamless pipe mill 
increased prime yield and hot mill availability. These 
accomplishments will be critical when the OCTG  
market returns. 

•  Recycling reduced its lost time rate by more than  
50% in 2014, and that record held into Q1 2015.

•  While Q1 2015 scrap prices dropped over $100/ton, 
EVRAZ Recycling remained profitable and was able  
to keep mills well stocked.

•  Scrap pricing will likely remain subdued for the remainder 
of the year, but keeping a tight rein on operating costs  
will ensure our business stays strong.

• Recordable safety incidents are down year-over-year. 

•  A new spiral mill is being installed at Regina to help us  
meet customer requirements for large diameter oil and  
gas transmission pipe. 

•  Reduced oil pricing and elevated import levels have 
impacted the OCTG business, but we are taking advantage 
of the opportunity to increase heat treat at Calgary, and  
we have added UT and inspection capabilities at Red Deer. 

FLAT PRODUCTS RECYCLING

TUBULAR PRODUCTSLONG PRODUCTS
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INTHEMARKETPLACE

EVRAZ REGINA TO GROW LARGE DIAMETER PIPE BUSINESS 
Even the weather was warm and welcoming in March 
when the Saskatchewan Premier and Minister of the 
Economy, Mayor of Regina, Enbridge executives, and  
local and regional stakeholders joined us at EVRAZ  
Regina for important news. We announced a $200 
million investment that will help provide stability  
and long-term viability for the Regina facility, our 
employees and the region for the foreseeable future. 

Regina’s Director of FP&A Steve McNevitts was 
instrumental in the discussions between Conrad 

Winkler, EVRAZ Government Affairs Director Brian 
Kristofic and the Government of Saskatchewan,  
which culminated in the creation of a favorable 
business environment and an important tax incentive  
for new investments. 

“I think it’s important when it comes to economic 
development opportunities that we do move quickly  
… so that we can respond to those who want to invest  
in the province,” said Saskatchewan Premier Brad Wall.

This investment will allow us to take full advantage  
of our position as the highest quality, lowest cost 
integrated producer of large diameter pipe in North 
America. It will include a new two-step mill that will 
allow us to make larger, thicker-walled pipe and 
increase production by up to 100,000 tons. We will 
also add state-of-the-art upgrades in steelmaking and 
increase the power and size of our rolling mill to make 
higher quality, larger, thicker, wider coils for Regina  
and our Alberta and Portland mills. The construction 
contract work that will be generated in the area is 
estimated at about $100 million, prompting Mayor 
Michael Fougere to deem it “very good news.”

Conrad Winkler, Premier Wall, Al Monaco and Mayor Fougere prepare to make the big announcement

Fougere, Monaco, Wall, Winkler and Boyd prepare to break ground 
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Nearly all the line pipe we’ll need for the 
$7.5-billion Line 3 Replacement Program, 
and many other projects, will come from EVRAZ

pays more than $30 million a 
year in provincial and federal taxes

Since 2006, Enbridge 
has bought more than 
2 million tons of line 
pipe from EVRAZ

Enbridge and EVRAZ:
A Saskatchewan success story

Economic Benefits

EVRAZ North America, a leader in steel manufacturing, recently announced a $200 million 
investment in its Regina operations. At Enbridge, the heart of our business is the pipe 
in the ground. We insist on the best steel, and the best-made pipe. We think 
of EVRAZ as the gold standard, and that’s why we’ve had 
a close, productive industry partnership 
dating back to 2006.

600M

In Regina, EVRAZ employs 
more than 1,000 people

creates $600 million 
in annual regional spinoffs

2M tons

or 7,135 kilometres’ 
worth

Enbridge purchased 86% 
of the line pipe produced 
at EVRAZ Regina in 2014

“A large portion of the 100% 
‘Made in Canada’ pipe coming 
out of the new mill will go to 
Enbridge, our largest pipeline 
customer,” said Conrad Winkler. 
“We will be working with them,  
and top industry and academic 
facilities, on a joint research 
and development program to 
enhance pipeline performance.”

Over the next three years, 
Enbridge will complete  
25 new line pipe projects 
representing $24 billion in 
investment. “EVRAZ is a 
platinum-rated partner of ours. 
We’ve built a solid, long-term 
relationship on our shared 
commitment to putting safety 
and quality as our highest 
priorities,” said Al Monaco, 
President and CEO of 
Enbridge. “To us, that’s key — 
there’s no room for error when 
you’re delivering energy and 
people are counting on you.” *

EVRAZ team members

Infographic featured on www.Enbridge.com
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INTHEMARKETPLACE

REINFORCING OUR 
REBAR MARKET
Rebar is the backbone of concrete  
construction, and our coiled rebar —  
a premium product that provides 
tighter chemistry and dimensional  
tolerances valued in commercial  
construction, is an important part  
of our Long Products portfolio. 

Rod and Bar National Sales Manager 
and industry veteran Jon Kinnischtzke 
credits reinforced concrete with a  
number of advantages over compet-
ing products, including less waste,  
better durability, construction flexibility 
and efficiency. According to Jon, we are 
continuing to grow our rebar business 
in step with the steadily rebounding 
construction market and we have an 
active cross-functional team helping  
us get there. The focus internally,  
and in conjunction with the Concrete 
Reinforcing Steel Institute, is on identi-
fying new market opportunities and 
commercializing products that address 
industry requirements. 

Thanks to the collaborative efforts  
of Rod and Bar Mill Superintendent 

Eirik Pyhtila and General Supervisor  
of Production Chris Cole, EVRAZ is now 
supplying metric-sized rebar products. 
These give us access to the Canadian 
market, which consumes a higher  
percentage of premium coiled rebar 
than the U.S. 

Process Control Engineer Bryce Lakamp 
was instrumental in the development 
and qualification of various sizes of 
EVRAZ Grade 80 rebar. This product is 
used in seismic areas like the Western 
U.S. where higher strength rebar and 
cement mixtures are needed. The  
proprietary product gets its extra 
strength and ductility from Nitrovan,  
a vanadium alloy supplied by our sister 
company East Metals.

True to the product line they represent, 
these EVRAZ team members are  
reinforcing our market presence. *

EVRAZ Rocky Mountain Steel Rod and Bar team: Bryce Lakamp, Val Varick, Chris Cole, Jon Kinnischtzke, 
Megan Sefcovic, Eirik Pyhtila and Tim Troxtell

Samsung’s California headquarters has support 
from EVRAZ high strength rebar.

As far back as 1902, rod was made at the Pueblo facility. One acquisition that 
became part of the company in 1952 actually made wire rope and other steel 
products used in the Brooklyn and Golden Gate bridges. The most recent iteration  
of the rod and bar mill began operating in 1969, and was upgraded in 1996.  
A coiled rebar mill was added in 2004.

NBBJ photo
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EVRAZ RAIL IN  
LATIN AMERICA
Last fall EVRAZ participated in Latin 
America’s largest annual railway 
conference, Business on Rails, in 
São Paulo, Brazil. We rolled out the 
EVRAZ Railway Products global brand 
platform and announced Cisa Trading 
SA as our exclusive representative  
in Brazil. 

“I think most people would be surprised 
to know that EVRAZ has been doing 
business in Latin America for some 
time now,” said Will Baker, General 
Manager of Rail Sales/Americas.  
“Our largest customers have been in 
Brazil, Mexico and Colombia, but we 
have also served clients in Argentina, 
Chile and Peru.” 

EVRAZ entered the Brazilian market 
five years ago, and has primarily  
supplied Vale, the largest consumer  
of rails in South America and the world’s 
largest iron ore mining company. In 
2014, EVRAZ also began marketing rail 
from our sister mill in Novokuznetsk, 
Russia. This allows us to compete 
head-to-head with other foreign man-
ufacturers, targeting clients that use 
European rail profiles and opening  
new opportunities in South America.

Abundant natural resources like iron 
ore, copper and agriculture, and large 
population centers mean continued 
growth in these heavy haul and urban 
transportation sectors. Furthermore, 
most existing Latin American railway 
systems are either in need of repair or 
are under-designed for their current 
usage. These large rehabilitation and 
expansion projects suggest strong 
business potential for EVRAZ. * 

Will Baker and CISA representative interact with customer

EVRAZ Railway Products display at Business on Rails in Brazil

Take a look at our new site, 

evrazrailwayproducts.com,  

to learn how we’re connect-

ing customers to our next 

generation rail, rail wheels 

and project support.
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QUALITY&LEANMANUFACTURING

A LEAN FUTURE 
EVRAZ Lean team members 
made a trip to Utah State 
University’s Shingo Institute and 
visited two businesses to see 
what Lean might look like at 
EVRAZ in the future. The Shingo 
Institute has studied successful 
Lean organizations for more 
than 20 years. 

“The Shingo Tour showed us 
how what we’ve done to date – 
things like 6S, visual standard 
work, and process preparation 
(2P) – ties into the bigger 
picture,” said Jacob Lubbe, 
Senior Vice President – Supply 
Chain and Manufacturing. “It 
also gave us an idea of what our 
operations can look like as we 
move forward.” 

EVRAZ team members toured 
US Synthetic, which began  
its Lean journey about seven 
years ago; and OC Tanner, 
where Lean has been in place 
for more than 23 years. 

“ Goals, expectations and company vision  
were clear to front-line management so  
they could communicate it to the shop floor.” 

– Devon Holliday, Pueblo

“ US Synthetic’s Andon system uses a visual  
system of red/yellow/green lights and alarms  
that let operators know when they are getting  
close to the cycle time for their station.” 

– Ralph Bunch, Red Deer 

“ We implemented a version of the Gemba  
assessment cards and charts we saw at  
OC Tanner in the Pueblo seamless mill.” 

– Dmitry Belov, Pueblo

“ OC Tanner uses the same tools and resources  
we do, and they want to improve every  
time they do something, whether mopping  
a floor or engraving a gold ring.” 

– Greg Balsdon, Regina Flat

Gemba assessment chart and cards

IMPRESSIONS OF  
TOUR PARTICIPANTS
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Our first Quality Counts newsletter  
was recently distributed. It will be 
issued quarterly to highlight best 
practices and raise the profile of 
quality efforts across the company. 

“Our quality and safety performance 
ensures that we maintain a leadership 
position in our industry,” said Martyn 
Wilmott, Vice President – Tubular 

Product Technology. “But more 
importantly, it protects the long-term 
reputation of our customers.” 

We would like to hear about quality 
and Lean activities underway in  
your area that might be useful at  
other EVRAZ sites. Send your ideas  
to communications@evrazna.com,  
or use the same address to let  
us know if you haven’t yet seen  
Issue I of Quality Counts. *

A number of things were apparent  
at both companies: 

• Strong team culture 

•  Highly visual work floor with  
strategy, vision and goals  
displayed so team members 
understand how what they do  
affects the overall picture 

• Work cells instead of departments 

•  Detailed team boards (as pictured  
on the right) show status of the  
work cell, inventory and suggestions 
for improvement 

•  Checklists for 5S and Total 
Productive Maintenance (TPM) 

•  A rotating facilitator role to  
allow all team members to lead  
the process 

• “Stop and Fix” Andon method 

• Employee-led Gemba walks 

•  “Milkman” concept to replenish 
consumables 

•  Systematic training for new  
and re-qualified employees on  
all critical jobs and processes. *
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S FETY

SAFETY SUMMIT 
At the January Safety Summit held in 
Chicago, safety committee members 
representing Flat, Long, Tubular and 
Recycling joined our corporate and 
safety leaders. Valuable feedback and 
insights were gained on program 
improvements we’ve already made,

and targets and initiatives for 2015 
were discussed as well. These included 
contractor safety, lockout/tagout/
tryout, fall protection and rail safety. 
Arc Flash training for non-electrical 
personnel was provided too. *

BNSF SHARES SAFETY WISDOM
BNSF Railway’s Director of Strategic 
Design, James Weber, spoke to 
Summit participants about safety  
and the changes BNSF had made  
to improve their program. One area  
of change was reducing the categories 
of safety focus.

“BNSF has narrowed its rulebook  
to five key areas of concern,” said 
Weber. These are line of fire/release  
of energy; pinch points; ascending/
descending; walking/path of travel; 
and life-saving process. They  
cover every safety risk that BNSF 
employees encounter.

Like EVRAZ, BNSF believes safety  
is a team sport. They recently rolled

out a video featuring their Safety 
Employees of the Year talking about 
why safety is important to them.  
These people make it a point to tell 
teammates they’re proud of them 
when they act safely, or conversely, 
point out risk if they aren’t working 
safely. You can view the video on  
YouTube by searching for “BNSF  
honors 2014 Safety Employees  
of the Year.”

According to Pat Christie, Vice 
President – HSE, “BNSF is on the  
same journey we are, but they have 
been on the path for a longer time. 
We’ll continue to collabo rate with  
BNSF and other customers on  
safety because it’s a win/win.” *James Weber

“ The Summit made me proud  
to be part of EVRAZ and see  
the level of commitment we  
have towards safety.” 

 –  Shawn Heffel,  
Mill Mechanical Tech, Pueblo
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Author Bill Sims speaks to Safety Summit participants

GREEN BEANS AND ICE CREAM?
What do Green Beans and Ice Cream have to do with 
EVRAZ safety? Summit participants had the opportunity 
to hear Bill Sims talk about how the principles in his  
book can help employees get involved and stay engaged 
in working safely. 

Sims uses green beans and ice cream as an analogy  
for positive reinforcement. As a child, his mom got him  
to eat his green beans — which he hated — by promising  
ice cream when he cleaned his plate. Sims says, “We  
all need positive reinforcement … to know that our 
contributions matter and that we have made a difference 
in the world around us.”

“Focusing on what people are doing right rather than 
what they’re doing wrong is key to total employee 
engagement, and we need that engagement to take  
our safety to the next level,” said Pat Christie. Summit 
participants agreed, and said they have found that a 
positive approach and immediate feedback is the best 
way to conduct safety observations. * 

“ I thought the content of the message was bang 
on. Positive reinforcement goes a lot farther 
than something negative.” 

 –  Jeff Laird, Safety Representative, Regina

“ I want to help change  
the perception about  
safety, so it’s actually  
cool to be safe and  
help others be safe.” 

 –  Kirk Wolbeck, Production 
Supervisor, Camrose

“ One thing we can  
do is teach team 
members how to 
approach others that 
may not be doing 
something safely.”

 –  Brent Emo, Shop  
Steward/Welder,  
Red Deer
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HELIX AWARD WINNERSCOREVALUES

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS: IF YOU HAVE SOMEONE YOU’D LIKE TO NOMINATE FOR THE NEXT ROUND OF  
HELIX AWARDS, PLEASE SUBMIT A NOMINATION FORM OR TALK TO YOUR LOCAL VALUES RECOGNITION CHAMPION.  
Calgary: Bebeci Chen / Camrose: Jeff Fox / Chicago: Amy Grzesk / Portland: Anthony Perry / Pueblo: Jessi Elley  
Red Deer: Sherri Klam / Regina: Emily Payne

MEGHAN FETCH 
REGINA
As the team leader, Meghan 
Fetch — HR Benefits Analyst, 
demonstrated her Passion  
for Improvement when she 
led the effort to produce 
Strong Rewards® statements 
for Canada. In spite of signifi-
cant changes, the project 
plan and statements from the 

previous year were reviewed, the appropriate resources were 
engaged and the project was completed four months earlier 
than the previous year. 

DALLAS GESSELL, ROBERT YUZICAPI 
AND MARK KNOWLES 
CALGARY
Hydro Operator Dallas Gessell, Welder Robert Yuzicapi  
and Supervisor Mark Knowles are perfect examples  
of Enrichment through Collaboration. These team 
members addressed a welding issue in the tracks and 
shortened a chain on the carriage, reducing the cycle 
time by half at the hydro station, the finishing line’s  
natural bottleneck. Now when the hydro operator  
switches from long to short pipe it only takes 1.5  
minutes vs. the previous three. That may not sound  
like much, but Calgary can now hydro test three extra 
pipes in the same timeframe. 

JOHN CAMPER AND KEN VOLK
PUEBLO
Mechanical Maintenance Techs John Camper and Ken Volk 
Lead with Humility and are not afraid to try new things 
when problem solving. At Pueblo, they worked through their 
supervisors to complete upper and lower reform lubrication 
reel installations; the containment tote rack outside of the 
lube cellar for efficient transfer of product directly to system 
tanks; and fabrication and installation of a trolley rail system 
to safely and efficiently change out hydraulic pumps. These 
projects provided safety and environmental improvements. 
Not surprisingly, John and Ken are also excellent mentors, 
teaching apprentices troubleshooting, fabricating, welding 
and system diagnostic skills.

KEVIN KRAY 
CHICAGO
Kevin Kray, a Financial  
Analyst in Chicago, Creates 
Value. He is very responsive 
and always finds time to 
assist with the IT financials. 
In fact, he developed several 
spreadsheets and creative 
ways to help the group better 
understand their monthly 

reports. Kevin doesn’t allow the limitations of the financial 
systems to prevent him from getting answers to questions.
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MICHAEL BROWN
CALGARY
Michael Brown truly demon-
strates Ownership of Results. 
Since taking on the role of 
Stores Supervisor at Calgary, 
he has involved management, 
operations and maintenance 
in changes such as transform-
ing an underutilized garage 
space into new high density 

stores, reorganizing and prepping the south annex for 
future use, and arranging for third lane expansion and 
cosmetic changes to the west security gate. Much of 
this falls outside his regular duties, but Mike approaches 
all assigned tasks enthusiastically. Recently, he volun-
tarily canceled his vacation to attend critical stores 
management training in Pueblo. 

ZACH KNERR 
PUEBLO
Lean Leader Zach Knerr has 
a Passion for Improvement 
that helped increase the  
efficiency of the seamless  
mill by more than 50 percent.  
He is always looking for 
opportunities to learn and 
solve problems and his 
coworkers appreciate  

that he listens to their concerns and solicits their feed-
back, earning total buy-in for projects. Zach is friendly 
and enthusiastic, and can always be counted on to pitch 
in and help. He also makes sure the necessary tools are 
available to do the job right. 

“ I was tasked with setting goals for quicker change-
overs in the NDT. Without hesitation, Zach offered 
his help in setting my operators up with the right 
tools to make this happen.” 

       – Elisa Cancino, Supervisor Quality, Seamless Mill

GERALD ALLEN 
PORTLAND
General Supervisor  
Maintenance Gerald  
Allen demonstrates his 
Passion for Improvement  
by motivating his team 
members to keep safety  
a core value. He drives  
daily improvement and 
constantly opens dialogue 

to discuss and resolve safety issues. He wrote group 
lockout procedures for the energy control program, 
incorporating best practices from other sites. His 
experience, attention to detail and leadership were 
also instrumental when the EVRAZ International  
Lockout Conference was hosted at Portland in  
June 2014.

BEBE CHEN 
CALGARY
Bebe Chen is an Administra-
tive Assistant with a Passion 
for Improvement that is 
evident in the energy and 
new ideas she brings to the 
team. For example, she  
took the lead in organizing 
the main office workspace 
and upgrading the mission 

control room. She also made video standard operating 
procedures, which are especially useful for training a visual 
generation. Her latest challenge is learning more about 
the EVRAZ Business System and Lean as she helps set  
up the training.

“ Bebe … takes on new challenges and really puts  
her heart and soul into completing them in a  
way that nobody can match.” 

       – Harman Sangha, Lean Leader
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HELIX AWARD WINNERS
COREVALUES

SAM SWIHART 
PORTLAND
Electrician Lead Sam Swihart 
is the epitome of consistency 
and this is a very important 
way to Create Value. In the 
world of engineering, people 
go with the products they 
know are dependable rather 
than something that could 
possibly fail. This is in Sam’s 

blood, and he meets the expectations of his internal  
customers every day because they know he will do the 
job and do it right. 

“ Sam reminds me of baseball players like Cal 
Ripken Jr.… Words we hear about Cal describe  
Sam because his work is reliable, consistent  
and dependable.” 

       – Christopher Cangelose, Manager, Tech Services

JOE SPAUR 
PUEBLO
Quality Engineer Joe Spaur 
took on a unique assignment 
shortly after he was hired  
at Pueblo’s seamless mill.  
He was sent to Nebraska for 
ten months to act as a quality 
manager for the third party 
threading facility that handles 
most of our seamless casing. 

He developed standard operating procedures and practices, 
and by employing our core values — collaboration, passion 
for improvement and humility — Joe’s input was accepted 
and he was able to Create Value. Reject rates dropped 
25%, and first pass yield increased 30%. These improve-
ments saved EVRAZ more than $285,000 a month.

SCOTT DUCHARMIE
REGINA
Scott Ducharmie, Area  
Supervisor – Finishing, takes 
Ownership of Results very 
seriously. He is highly com-
petitive and sees his team’s 
performance as a reflection 
of his own. He is quick to 
identify areas for improve-
ment, and has a high sense 

of urgency when completing any task. The Regina spiral 
mill is in a major drive to improve finished product quality, 
and Scott immediately volunteered as a key leader in the 
management inspection protocol to ensure all finished 
product meets customer expectations. 

DEANNA MEIRINK
CHICAGO
Deanna Meirink is always 
finding ways to show her  
Passion for Improvement.  
As Office Services Specialist, 
she makes sure colleagues 
and guests of EVRAZ are 
taken care of and welcomed. 
She has also taken over the 
administrative aspect of the 

Concur expense system. Deanna’s enthusiasm spreads 
throughout the office, and her most recent efforts upgraded 
the coffee service in our break rooms, saving money and 
earning accolades for the improved quality and increased 
product selection.
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PREVIN MARQUEZ 
PUEBLO
Tech Services Engineer  
Previn Marquez has a  
Passion for Improvement 
and is always exploring new 
opportunities to continuously 
enhance the Pueblo rail wheel 
project. Over the years, he has 
developed strong relationships 
with colleagues at NTMK, 

enabling him to act as a liaison and technical collaborator 
to ensure customers get the wheels they need. He also 
reviewed the freight contract and switched carriers, allow-
ing EVRAZ to ship more wheels per truck while saving  
several dollars on each wheel. 

“ Previn is constantly identifying areas he thinks  
we can improve on to make the wheel project a  
huge success.” 

        – Tawny Baxter, Supervisor, Customer Service 

SHAWN DESJARLAIS
REGINA
Shawn Desjarlais, a Tubular 
Inspector 4, is not one to sit 
back and watch others work. 
He Leads with Humility and 
especially shines when train-
ing junior visual inspectors 
on the best way to perform 
each task. On more than one 
occasion, Shawn’s peers have 

been motivated by the commitment to quality he brings  
to the final inspection bench, helping them understand our 
customers’ need for pipe that meets or exceeds specifica-
tion every time. 

“ Shawn is always the first guy to take the time to 
explain to new inspectors ‘why we do it this way.’” 

       – Justin Carr, General Foreman

DAN RAYMOND
CALGARY
Lead Hand Dan Raymond 
recently showed his Passion 
for Improvement with an idea 
for a connector assembly 
bracket for Calgary’s heat 
treat coil deionized water 
system. Problems with kink-
ing hoses and reduced flow 
caused frequent down time. 

Dan suggested the existing wood block supports be replaced 
with non-magnetic stainless steel angle iron to improve 
water flow and cooling of the induction coils, and improve 
changeover time. Feedback from production to mainte-
nance has been very positive.

MERVYN THOMAS
CALGARY
Mervyn Thomas — AMC  
Area Champion/Weldline,  
consistently Creates Value 
because his first priority is 
satisfying his customers. He 
goes the extra mile to support 
the performance and avail-
ability of all production lines, 
executing maintenance repairs 

and overhauls with attention to detail, expediency and 
positive leadership. Mervyn staged parts, reviewed technical 
data, and supported the mechanical and electrical installa-
tions for the nipple skid replacement, helping to ensure  
the project was completed in time for the startup of the 
production line. 
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AROUNDEVRAZ

PORTLAND SPIRAL IS BACK IN BUSINESS
With the Regina Spiral mill running 
full, Portland Spiral was restarted  
in November 2014 to help meet 
customer orders. Portland is also 
running 0.750″ heavy wall pipe  
trials for X70 and X80 grades, and  
a welding consumable trial to better 
understand the impact of steel 
chemistry and rolling practice in 
relation to weld quality. 

With more than ten years on 
Regina’s spiral team, and 
experience in both finishing and 
mills, Operations Manager Cory 

Pirlot was the ideal choice to lead 
the Portland Spiral team in the 
restart. His comprehensive 
knowledge of Regina best practices, 
including changeover setup, welding 
parameters and the numerous 
processes required to make  
quality spiral pipe, have been 
especially advantageous. 

More than 50 core team members, 
who remained in place after 
Portland’s spiral production was 
curtailed in 2013, round out the 
strong management team with 
engineering, maintenance, tech 
services, IT, process automation, 
production and shipping talents. 
During 2014, they tested and 
upgraded existing equipment  
and processes to improve  
reliability, cross-trained and  
built on existing skills. 

An additional 100 employees were 
initially brought in to complete the 
group. Together, they installed new 

equipment including an outside 
diameter weld head assembly, 
plasma cut-off, Miller assembly 
clamping, inside diameter weld  
head assembly, and secondary 
preliminary and final inspection 
benches to ensure product quality 
prior to shipping. At the same time, 
the core group and onsite Regina 
personnel continue to cross-train  
and provide technical updates for 
their new coworkers. 

“We’ve put in a lot of hard work,  
but now we’re starting to see the  
light at the end of the tunnel,”  
said Pirlot. “Speed and efficiency  
is improving, and we continue to  
grow our team and train to Regina 
best practices throughout all  
areas of spiral.”

The Portland spiral team  
will continue to support and  
substantiate the solid reputation  
of EVRAZ tubular products. *

Portland Spiral team members Isaiah Cahill, Gloria Heredia, Ryan Dickerson, Robert Vanderwerf and Challis Noble

“ We’ve got a great team  
in place at Portland with  
a solid foundation of 
technical expertise in  
spiral pipe making.”

 -  Amit Baghel, Director –   
Tubular Operations
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Bobby Franco Kellen Desmond Ralph Corrente

Three EVRAZ North America employees earned 2014  
President’s Excellence Awards for their performance based 
on the pillars of health, safety and environment (HSE), 
human capital, customer focus, growth and the EVRAZ 
Business System (EBS). Robert (Bobby) Franco, Kellen 
Desmond and Ralph Corrente were selected for the  
company’s highest honor.

Since EVRAZ purchased the Denver Recycling site in October 
2012, there has been a monumental shift in the safety 
culture from one of accepting injuries to one where all 
employees take responsibility for safety and look for ways  
to do tasks more safely. Operations Manager Bobby Franco 
won an award for HSE because when a foreman suffered 
a severe injury, Bobby used that incident to launch a remark-
able safety transformation at Denver. Now, the safety  
committee is run completely by the hourly work force; man-
agement is just part of the team. Every employee takes  
ownership for his or her own safety, helps look out for their 
teammates and understands that no task should be done 
until it can be done safely. 

In 2014, EVRAZ Rocky Mountain Steel raised its score in 
the Union Pacific (UP) Critical Supplier Review by almost 19%. 

The difference was in large part due to the efforts of 
Regional Rail Sales Manager Kellen Desmond, and that’s 
why he won an award for Customer Focus. He and the rail 
team exceeded UP’s on-time delivery expectations and 
increased the production of “trackwork quality” rails. UP 
has also said that if our excellent performance continues, 
they will not require on-site inspections, and Kellen’s pre-
sentation on our next generation rail to the company’s  
leaders resulted in two UP test sites. 

Regina Vice President/General Manager Ralph Corrente 
won an award for his application of the EVRAZ Business 
System in a number of difficult situations. For the first  
half of 2014, Ralph was in South Africa helping to improve 
processes and production at EVRAZ Highveld. When he 
returned, he took over responsibility for Flat Products  
at Regina and worked with the Flat and R&D teams there  
to overcome a number of issues that were affecting our 
product quality. 

Bobby, Kellen and Ralph are excellent examples of EVRAZ 
employees who put their core values to work every day for 
the benefit of our customers and our company. *

EVRAZ 2014 PRESIDENT’S EXCELLENCE AWARD WINNERS
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GIVING BACK
PUEBLO AND REGINA GIVE  
“LIFE” TO THE COMMUNITY
Pueblo and Regina employees 
demonstrate their commitment to health 
and safety at work on a daily basis,  
but they are also concerned about the 
well-being of their neighbors. Regular 
blood drives at Pueblo and Regina 
mean that more than 100 pints have 
been collected, giving “the gift of life” 
to people in their communities. Here, 
Seamless Mill Quality Supervisor Elisa 
Cancino and Regional Sales Manager,  
Gary Eschenbaum give it up for the 
Pueblo Blood Drive. *

Trevor Silzer leads tour of spiral mill

REGINA HOSTS TOURS 
EVRAZ Regina hosted The Honourable 
Greg Rickford — Minister of Natural 
Resources and Minister for the 
Federal Economic Development 
Initiative for Northern Ontario  
in October 2014. Minister Rickford  
is a champion of responsible  
resource development in Canada,  
and sees energy and pipelines as 
integral parts of Canada’s natural  
resource strategy. 

“I was extremely impressed by  
the knowledge Minister Rickford  
had regarding the steelmaking  
supply chain, and his emphasis  
on supporting Canadian man-
ufacturing where possible,”  
said Kelly Smith, Vice President – 
Tubular Product Sales and  
Business Development. 

Economic representatives from  
53 countries also visited Regina  
as part of an economic mission 
hosted by the Government of 

Saskatchewan. They were in the 
province to connect with local bus-
inesses and industries, and the tour 
offered them the chance to see first-
hand how Saskatchewan contributes 
to Canada’s economic well-being and 
international objectives. *
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READING SPARKS®  
AT BUCHANAN SCHOOL
The Buchanan School is more than 50 years old and 
located in a high needs area of Calgary. They serve  
165 kids: 22% are special education students; 25% are 
English as Additional Language (EAL); 11% are Aboriginal; 
and about 20% are from low-income families. The school’s 
focus the past two years has been to increase reading 
strategies and comprehension since more than half of 
their students are reading below grade level. 

Reading Sparks volunteers were very happy to create 
two Book Nook spaces at the school. “Volunteering with 
EVRAZ is a great experience,” said Customer Service 
Rep Joyce Wong. “Helping out with the Book Nook bene-
fits not only the kids reading the books, but their families, 
the school and the community as a whole.” The senti-
ment was echoed by Senior Recruiter Michelle Bourdon 
who says she especially appreciates the investment  
made in children’s education “as they are the future.” 

Kids and teachers are really enjoying the nooks which  
are stocked with more than 700 books. *

Buchanan School kids show off their new books

Calgary volunteers in the newly constructed Book Nook

Trevor Silzer leads tour of spiral mill

 

so there is a real need for culturally 
diverse, dual-language books. 

Many parents who are EAL learners 
were frustrated because they could 
not help their children with school-
work. The ability for students and 
their families to borrow EAL books 

Reading Sparks funded the  
purchase of dual-language books  
for more than 3,500 grade 1 to 12 
EAL students and their families at  
ten Regina Public Schools. They  
come from 73 different countries 
and speak 60 different languages,  

from school libraries provides  
a bridge between the home and 
school. EVRAZ funding provided 
881 books in over 20 languages 
including Cree, Salteaux and Dene, 
as well as Urdu, Spanish, Swahili, 
Tagalog, Pashto, Tamil, Somali  
and Russian. *

“ As an EVRAZ Recruiter, 
knowing first-hand that our 
company supports local 
community needs makes it 
easy for me to authentically 
relate this to future EVRAZ 
employees. We are not just  
a factory, we are part of  
the community.” 

 —  Michelle Bourdon,  
Senior Recruiter, Calgary

REGINA SCHOOLS GET BOOKS FOR 2015
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